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In this paper it is shown that the linear systenx Zi defined by Xi: Pi = Aisi + 
Bini, i = 1, 2, are topologically equivalent if and only if they have the same 
Kronecker indices and the flows defined by considering trajectories module 
their controllable subspace are topologically equivalent. From some recent 
work of N. H. Kuiper (in “Manifolds-Tokyo 1973,” Univ. of Tokyo Press, 
Tokyo, 1975) it is known exactly what this last condition amounts to. With these 
results at hand it is then not dif%cult to investigate the structural stability of .E: 
z? = Ax + BLL and, in fact, structural stability turns out to be generic. 
1. ~NTR~DUCTI~~V 
Some of the notions which play a central role in the classical theory of 
dynamical systems are those of genericity, equivalence, and structural stability. 
It is only rather recently however that these ideas have been introduced in more 
applied fields as, for example, system theory. Because of the obvious and 
penetrating practical importance of these concepts, this introduction has been 
rather forceful and there is no doubt that they will become standard vocabulary 
among practitioners. 
In this paper we will study some of these questions for linear time-invariant 
finite-dimensional systems .Z : R = Ax + Bu, where it is possible to give 
complete results. Our aim in this study was to generalize the theory of equiva- 
lence of linear flows. The basic result in this context states that the two flows 
& : %i = Ai+ , i = 1, 2, with generating matrices Ai having eigenvalues with 
nonzcro real parts, are topologically equivalent if and only if they have the 
same number of eigenvalues with negative real part and the same number of 
eigenvalues with positive real part. This then immediately leads to the result 
that generically linear flows are structurally stable. The topological classification 
when the matrices Ai also have purely imaginary eigenvalues has recently been 
given by Kuiper [l]: These results will be reviewed in Section 3. It turns out 
that the generalization of this classification to the case of systems with inputs 
can be carried out quite nicely and involves the Kronecker indices which play 
such a crucial role in feedback control problems. That they come up also here 
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is not that surprising if one realizes that feedback does not change the set of all 
trajectories of a system. In fact, as we shall see, our effort in putting together 
the results of this paper amounts to little more than setting the framework, 
using the results of Kuiper [l] on linear flows, those on equivalence of linear 
systems under the feedback group (see, e.g., Wonham [Z], Chapter 5), and 
filling in some of the details. 
Finally, a few words about the notation. We will usually denote vectors with 
lower case italic symbols and matrices with capitals. Script lower case letters 
denote time functions and script capitals denote vector spaces and subspaces. 
The restriction of the matrix JI to an invariant subspace V will be denoted by 
A j V- and the symbol /V means that we are considering vectors or subspaces 
modulo the subspace ‘F. Thus X/V denotes x + 9r, and this notation will also 
be used in an analogous sense in other situations. The matrices A, and A, are 
called &z&r if there exists a nonsingular matrix S such that & = S&S-i. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let Yi be a finite-dimensional vector space and 1: C Y,R, i == 1, 2. Thus 
ri is a family of trajectories mapping the time axis R into I:; we think about 
I’, as the collection of all possible outputs of a system. 
DEFINITION. We will say that I’, and I’, are eyuivalent (denoted I’: N r,) 
if there exists a bijection Y, &-lYs such that yt E r, .++ Sp, E 1’s (here 
+I : R + Ya is defined by (S&(t) : = S&(t))). We xwill say that r1 and F’s 
are topologicnl~, d~ijhmntiab~~, or linear~ eyuiz~a1en.t (denoted r, .wTrs I 
r; --Jars I r, -Lrz , respectively) if S is a homeomorphism (S, S-’ continuous), 
a diffeomorphism (S, S-i differentiable), or an isomorphism (S, S-l linear), 
respectively. 
The above definition thus states that in equivalent systems trajectories al-e 
simply transformed by a (nonlinear) change of coordinates. In many applications 
the above definition of equivalence turns out a bit too strong because it imposes 
a faithful preservation of the time axis among equivalent paths. In Comment 7.4 
at the end of the paper we will indicate how our results can be adjusted to 
accomodate a more flexible definition. 
Consider now the system ,Z : 3;: = AX $- Bu, where, as usual? x E 5 = [w?“, 
u E %L = w”‘, and A and B are given matrices of appropriate dimensions. We 
will view .Z as defining a family of trajectories in X space as follows: Z : = 
{z : R ---f 3 1 cc is absoIuteIy continuous and there exists u : R + @, such that 
k(t) = ,&z(t) + Bu(t) for .almost all t E R>. We will denote .X as -‘(A, B) 
when we want to emphasize its dependence on ,-2 and B. When B = 0 then 
,P is called a $!ozv with generator A. A flow is thus an autoplonzous ystem. Our 
definition of 2 basicaIIy comes down to the requirement that i(t) - As(t) E # : 
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= Image B for all t E R. (The required smoothness on z (absolute continuity) 
is merely chosen because in a sense it is natural but the results go through 
unchanged for the case that s is assumed to be W, V*, or analytic). 
Our aim is to determine when two systems .Zi : ki = -4,x< + Biui , i = 1, 2, 
are topologically, differentiably, or linearly equivalent. Obviously these define 
equivalence relations on the class of systems whose state space has a given 
dimension. It turns out that there are relatively few equivalence classes. In fact, 
the controllable systems fall into a finite number of equivalence classes. 
3. EQUIVALENCE OF FLOWS 
A great deal has been written on the classification in the above sense in the 
case that 2 is a flow but it is only rather recently that this question has been 
completely resolved. Since we need these results later we will review them here. 
Let p be a real manic polynomial. Then p-, po, p+ denote the manic factors 
of p = p-pop+ whose zeros have negative, zero, and positive real part, respect- 
ively. The inertia of p is defined as the triple [c, rz”, nf] with n- : = degree 
p-, etc. The inertia of a square A matrix equals the inertia of its characteristic 
polynomial and will be denoted by ~(~4). Finally, 9(A) denotes the invariant 
subspace Ker PO(A) with p(s) : = det (IS-A). Thus s(A) denotes the number 
of eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) of A with negative, zero, and positive 
real part and .9(S) denotes the subspace spanned by the (generalized) eigen- 
vectors of A whose corresponding eigenvalues have zero real part. 
The following theorem shows when two linear flows are equivalent: 
THEOREM 1. Let ,?Yi : Ri = A,q , i = 1, 2. Then: 
(i) {Z1 mD Za} o (Zi wL &I cz {A, is sklar to AZ} and 
(ii) {Xi mT &} c (s(A,) = s(A,) and A, j 9(A,) is sindar to A, 1 Z?(z4,)}. 
Proof. Part (i) of this theorem is basically trivial and may be found in 
[3, pp. 142-1431. Part (ii) for the “generic” case nO(A,) = 0 may be found in 
[3, Sect. 221, but part (ii) in the general case is of rather recent vintage and is 
due to Kuiper [I] (see also [4]). i 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a’ generalization of Theorem 1 for 
systems with inputs. This generalization is given in Theorem 4 and uses the 
Kronecker indices which will now be introduced. 
4. THE KRONECKER INDICES 
Let Z : ff = /Is + Bu with x E 9” = R” and u E’ @ = R?. Then 92 denotes 
the reachable subspace of %, that is, the collection of elements of 9” which are 
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at&nabIe from 0. Thus W = <I A j B 1: : = 9 $ 99 + . . . + A<?i-lg with 
g : = Image $2. The subspace .9 is also the uxltrollable subspxe of 3, that is, 
the collection of elements of F which may be steered to 0. If Z is controllable 
then .92 = s’ and if .Z is a flow, then 22 = 0, but in general 0 C 92 C 2”. In fact, 
.9 is the smallest A-invariant subspace containing 9. 
The fine structure of z1 may be described by the so-called Icronecher i&2es 
of the matrices (A, B) ( see [Sj for an explanation of how these numbers were 
introduced by Kronecker in his study of penciIs of matrices). These are defined 
as followers: let 9P =Z B + -&$Y $- . . . + -.2i-1.g (note ,9P = .$?; 9P = .&? -= 
~<A j 993)) and (% , la ).. ., I,) be given by Li : dim 3; li = dim 2% / &?-ml. Thus 
m ‘-lb1 9 i, e...>ln>O and ~~=ili=dim <i--1 !3) = dim “9. From the 
&‘s one now defines the Kroneckeu indices (K~ , K? ,._., K,~,) by ‘cj : = (the number 
of ii’s > j). Clearly n > pi 3 x2 >, . . . 3 K,,! > 0 and XI;:1 ~~ = dim 9. There 
is a one-one “dual” relation between the E’s and the K’S and the reasons that 
one rather works with the K’S have to do with canonical forms. The Kronecker 
indices are sometimes called the controllability indices or the reachability indices. 
This last name may actually be the most logical choice considering the discrete 
time situation. The introduction of the Kronecker indices into system theory 
is due to Rosenbrook [6] and Brunovsky [7]. 
The Kronecker indices play an important role in the classification of linear 
systems. Let F(n, ~2) denote the class of controllable systems ,.Y : .i = dw + 23~ 
with x E R”, u E 5P, and dim 3 = 112. Consider now the element T : == (S, RP R) 
of GZ(n) x Gl(nr) x R’. “lXn acting on (A, B) via (A, Bj +zr (S(2 -r BR-ik’)S-I, 
SBPl). This defines a transformation group. In fact this group is precisely 
the subgroup of GZ(n + TX) consisting of elements of the form [s i] and is also 
isomorphic to G/(n) x GE(nz) x WzXn. This transformation group is called the 
feedbuck group and two systems on the same orbit are said to be feedback 
eguivulent. The problem of classifying feedback equivalent systems and 
obtaining canonical forms is resolved in the following well-known theorem: 
?JIIEOREM 2. Tzuo elemettts of f[n, m) are feedbibnck equivalerzf if and only ij 
they hve the same Kronecker &dices. Hence the elemerzf of Q’n, ?H) z&h Kronecku 
indices K* > K~ > . . . 3 K,,,, isfeedback equivalent to A, : -= diag [A, , J, ,.r.I A,,,$ 
B, : = diag Lb, , b, ,..., biR] with 
and 
Proof. See, e.g., 12, Chap. 51, or [7, 81. fi 
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This theorem is of importance for the problem at hand as shown in the 
following corollary: 
COROLLARY. Let .& : Ri = &vi + B&, i = 1, 2, be controllabIe zoith 
dim 9Ji = nzi , and assume that (A, , B,) and (A, , B,) have the same Kronecker 
indices. Tlzen Z; -L .& . 
Proof. It is easily seen that for all R E Gl(m) and K E [wnrXpz, E(A, B) = 
.Z(A + BK, BR) (changing the basis in the input space and applying feedback 
does not change the possible trajectories!) and that for SE G&z), J&4, B) wL 
Z(SAS-l, SB) (with S the required isomorphism). Thus, since (A,, BJ and 
(A, , B,) are feedback equivalent, there exist S, R, and K such that (A,, B2)= 
(S(A, + B,K)S-l, SB,R). Hence X(A, , B,) = Z(S(A, + B,K))S-l, SB,R) wL 
J&4, + B,K, B,R) = Z(8, , B,). # 
5. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let .2’ : 3E: = Ax + Bu and .B? = {A j 29) be as defined in Section 4. Ob- 
viously W is A-invariant. Indeed 92 is the smallest A-invariant subspace con- 
taining 99. Now .Z ) 2% is a well-defined system. In fact, it is a flow on 31% with 
generator A/9? defined such that the diagram 
commutes, with P the canonical projection. Using somewhat imprecise system 
theory language this flow describes “the motion of the uncontrollable modes 
of Z.” 
The following theorem give the equivalence classification which we promised. 
In order to give an easy overview of the results, we will state the controllable 
case separately: 
THEOREM 3. Let Z; : R, = Aixi + BiUi , i = I, 2, be given. and assume that 
Z; is controllable. Then {El wT zl,> - {Z; -* XJ o {Zl wL &> Q (Z2 is 
controllable and (A, , B,) and (A, , B,) have the same Kronecker ifzdices). 
The general case is a bit more complex: 
THEOREM 4. Let & : ki = A9xi + B,ui , i = I, 2, be given. Then 
(1) i-J% - “&I - PI -*X2:2> o ((2) (A, , B,) and (A, , BJ have the 
same Kvonecker indices and (2) A,/9fl and A,/9& are similar). 
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(IT) {Z; -T &) C> {(I) (A, , B,) and (& , B,) huve the same &meeker 
indices, 
(2) @,/%) = +wQ~ 
(3) h%l~l) I 21 axd (AZ/S&J j ~2’~ are similar). 
Here 9?‘i : = (A, j gi> and 9’i : = 9(Ai,U?,). 
The proof of Theorem 4 is based on the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 5. Let Ye be a subspace of Zt^j and assume that Zl m Z2 with corre- 
sponding b$ection S. Assumefurther that S(xl +- .Yspl) = Sx, + ,cP, for all x1 E Xl . 
Then .Zlc,iYl - .ZJY, wit/z corresponding bijection s’ : xl/Y1 F+ Xx/Y, . Identical 
statements hold for topological, dzj$Serential, and linear equivalence. 
Proof. If XI/Y1 t - ZJsPr then we may assume that x1 E Z1 . Thus Xv, E 2s 
and hence S.r,/9, E .X2/9”, . However 5kr/Y2 I= s’(xl/Y1) which shows that 
indeed .El/Yl .- ,Za,iYa . In addition S’ also inherits the smoothness of S which 
yields the last part of the lemma. a 
The following lemma gives a topological meaning to 2 and forms the key 
step in the proof of Theorem 4. The lemma is of some interest in its own right. 
It implies that B contains precisely those states which can be reached from 0 
arbitrarily fast with trajectories in a bounded set. 
LERNA 6. Cons&r Z : % = AX + Bu. Then {xl E 9} -c+ {there is un M < CC 
such that VT > 0 there exists and q- E 2 satisfJ&zg: (i) jj z(t) /I ,< M for t E [O, T], 
(ii) Z(O) = 0, a~zd (iii) +(T) = x1). In fact, one may also add the cond&ion 
(iv) Z~ E C=. 
Proof. f *) is the easy part. Indeed x1 = mr(T) = sc Az,(&)d~ + B &z(o)d~ 
shows that x1 E a as claimed since /I x1 - B ~~~~(o)do ji < n/lr]i A j/ T can be 
made arbitrarily small. 
(3) The intuitive idea behind this part of the proof is the fact that delta 
functions achieve the required transfer. The problem thus is to achieve this 
with smooth functions. Let %T,M : = (X E 5Y 1 3 2 : [O, T] -+ 2’ with z E VJj, 
*(t) -’ &z(t) E 9, z(O) = 0, and z(T) = ~j. We will now show that for all 
T > C1,22r,,,~ contains 9 n (X ES 1 /j x ij < Mj-. We may assume that 2 is 
controllable, otherwise, replace !& by (A 1 B> in the argument below. Let 
b E 99, 1; b /I < Af, and Y be such that b = Br. Pick now a sequence of Wz 
functions ,&G which approximate the Dirac delta function (at 0 = T) in the 
sense that J”L (fE(c) / do -+ 1 and J&z(o){~E(T - a)d~ -+9(T) for all JX E %F. 
Then the differential equation 9 = Ax -t Br&f,!t), ~(0) = 0 will generate a 
solution zE : 10, T] + .% with Z,(T) -+ b. This shows that b belongs to the 
closure of Wr~,~l. Moreover, there exists a 8 > 0 such that i/ .~,(t) \I < M - 6 
for t G [0, T] and E sufficiently small. This will now allow us to prove that b 
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actually belongs to 9r,dl itself. Indeed, it is well known that for all K > 0 the 
states reachable at time T from 0 with controls (I E Vm, )I a(t) )I < K has a 
nonempty interior containing 0. Let N be an open neighborhood of 0 contained 
in this reachable set. It is now easy to see that by taking K sufficiently small 
and considering controls which are the sum of these and the approximations 
of delta functions riE we will obtain trajectories z satisfying jl z(t) jl < M for 
t E [0, T] and which will reach at time T any point of z‘(T) -+ IV. Hence 
b E 2T.M and the lemma is proven. i 
The following lemma brings us very close to our final goal: 
LEMMA 7. Let & -T Zz with corresponding map S. Then S(xI + gIi) = 
Sx~+~‘,“forallx~~E~andi=l,2,.... 
Proof. (i) Let 2 : 9 = Bx + Bu. Then {or E x0 + g] e (there exists M < co 
and a sequence zT E 2 satisfying: (i) ]] mr(t) ]j < M for t E [0, T], (ii) z(0) Z= ;~a , 
and (iii) lim,,, +-(T) = or>. In fact, it suffices to consider zr E 2 n Cz. The 
implication (e) is easily deduced from the proof of (G) in Lemma 6. To show 
the implication (*), observe that, again by Lemma 6, there exists, for all 
T > 0, a desired zr such that q(T) is any element of eATxO + 99. The con- 
clusion then follows. 
(ii) From the topological characterization of x $ 99 given in (i) it follows 
that {Z; wr Zr,) + {S(X~ + &$) = SX, + B’a). Hence by Lemma 5, Z&B1 or 
Z.@a with corresponding map S’ : .lcl + =%Yr i--t SX, + B, . 
(iii) We will now characterize E/B. Letting X = 9Y@ Z? with 9 g s/=9? 
it is easily seen that Z/99 is given by 219 = {.z : R -+ 9 1 there exists an 
absolutely continuous d such that %(t) + B&(t) for all t E II@ with 4 : 9 + ?Z?’ 
and B : 99 -+ 9 matrices which are defined by 22 : = A(0, z)/8 and Bb : = 
AbiB. Hence 2/s% = (b : R -j 9’ j r, &’ are absolutely continuous and 
x E ,X(/l, B)). Actually, A and B are not uniquely defined since they depend on 
the basis chosen for the decomposition 9” = 9 @ 9. However, it is easily 
proven that all pairs x, B thus obtained are feedback equivalent. Note that 
B = A9qzit 
(iv) We apply now the same reasoning as used in (i) and (ii) on E/B instead 
of on Z: The added smoothness requirement on Z/B (that 2 is also absolutely 
continuous) is taken care of by the fact that zr in (i) can be taken to be ?P 
(and thus such that 3i’r is also absolutely continuous). Hence S’(zr +- &) = 
S’z, + & which, translated into the original variables, yields S(X, + 9Y1 + 
A$J = Sx, + $ + JI;&%‘~. 
(v) Continuing this process on (Z/@/B, etc., yields the desired conclusion 
S(s, + qy = SXl + .qf* a 
P,-oof ti Theorem 3. From Corollary 3 we get the implication: {(A,, BJ 
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and (-4,) B,) have the same Kronecker indices) 3 (2, -I1 Sd and thus it 
suffices to prove that (,X1 controllable and .Z1 mT &) + (2, controllable and 
(A, , B,) and (A,, B,) have the same Kronecker indices). That E2 needs to be 
controllable is trivial. Now, let S be the homeomorphism corresponding to the 
equivalence Z; wT Z2 . Without loss of generality we may assume that S : 0 ++ 0 
(for otherwise, define Z2 = 2% - SO and work with the equivalence -C, mT &). 
Now, by Lemma 7, we have SC%, = C@a and, since S, S-r are continuous, 
dim 9& = dim %!a). Hence the Kronecker indices are the same, as claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 4. (I -) F rom the proof of Theorem 3 it follows that 
(Z, .kL ,Za> 3 {(A, , B,) and (A, , B,) h ave the same Kronecker indices), an.d 
from Lemmas 5 and 7 it follows (& mL .Za} * {.&/2r ,J Z2/W,>. Now, since 
&/.B, and 2$,/2, are flows, they are linearly equivalent if and only if their 
generators are similar (Theorem 1 (i)). Hence -4r/9?r and -4J2, are similar. 
(II a) The proof of (I +) goes through without changes up to the con- 
clusion .Z1/J21 mT ZJB?,, . Now apply Theorem 1 (ii). 
(I, II, -) This part of the proof is based on the following fact: Let 
B’ = \:A i Bj, then there exists a K and a subspace S C 9 such that (i) Z = 
~22 @ Y and (ii) 9’ is (A + BK)-invariant (note that 9 need not exist with 
I( = 0). This is easily seen for instance by choosing a I( such that (4 + IX) ! 22 
and the generator of Z/92 have disjoint spectrum. brow 2(A + Bk’, B) = 
Z’(A, B) is in this decomposition described by {( 1, d 1 .2 G ,Y(& B), 4 E Z(p, O)] 
with (;4, B) controllable and having the same Kronecker indices as (9, B) and 
F the generator of the flow E/9?. Now by assuming thdt .X:(/l, , B,j and X(& , Be) 
are in this from to start with, it is easily seen that (I, II, e) follows from 
Theorem 3 (which yields .X(-Z1 , B,) YYL .X(/l, , B,)) ad Theorem 1 (which 
yields X(p, , 0) linearly or topologically equivalent with .Z(P2 , 0)). 1 
6. STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
In this section we will analyze the structural stability properties of the system 
Z : x = Ax + Bu. The concept of structural stability which we will use here 
is the following. Let I/ be a topological space and N an equivalence relation 
on V. Then the point cu E V is said to be stmcturaZ@ stable if zl/w contains an 
open neighborhood of v. In the context of the problem at hand this leads to: 
DEFINITION. The system Z : x = Bx -+ Bu is said to be structurally stable 
if there exists an E > 0 such that 1) Ad 11, /j 3B I! < E implies that 2&4 + A-4: 
BidB) -J Z(A, B). Note that our definition exclurJes nonlinear perturbations 
of z. 
We will prove our result about structural stability together with the fact that 
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structurally stable systems are generic. We now explain what is meant by 
generic. Intuitively generic means “typical.” Although one usually gives a 
purely topological meaning to this notion it seems more logical to attach when 
possible (as in our case since we are working in finite-dimensional vector spaces) 
also a measure theoretic meaning to it. Thus we shall call a subset of a Bore1 
measure space generic if it contains an open and dense subset which is menSure 
exhazlsting (i.e., its complement has zero measure). 
DEFINITION. Let Zn,,, denote the class of systems 2 : 3 = AN + Bu with 
n states and m inputs. Thus J$,, may in an obvious way be identified with 
iWne+“j”. A subset of Zn,, 611 be called genevic if it contains an open, dense, 
and measure exhausting subset (taken, of course, with respect to the norm 
topology and Lebesgue measure). 
We then have: 
THEOREM 5. The system .Z : A? = Sx + Bu is structural@ stable If and only 
if either: 
(i) m 3 1, and the Kronecker indices of (A, B) are given by K~ = K~ = . . . = 
K~ = [n/m]+ and IC,+~ = K,+~ = . . . = K,,~ = [n/m-, where [a]+, [a]- denote the 
smallest integers > a! or < LY, respectively. Here Y : n (mod m) or: 
(ii) m = 0, and all th e eigenvabes of A have nonzero real part. 
Hence structural stability is a generic propesty in L’~,m . In fact when m > 0 
then generically any two systems in .Zn.,, are equivalent. 
Proof. (i) It is well known [2, p. 1261 that the matrices (A? B) with Kronecker 
indices other then those given form a proper algebraic variety in Rn’+nnz and 
those given are thus generic in the sense of our definition. Hence exactly the 
systems with those Kronecker indices will have an open neighborhood where 
all systems have the same Kronecker indices or, equivalently by Theorem 4, 
where all systems are topologically equivalent. 
(ii) See, e.g., [9, p. 1571 where the open and dense property is proved. 
To show that the set of (n x m) matrices without eigenvalues on the imaginary 
axis is also measure exhausting observe that it is a subset of a proper algebraic 
variety in CPe (the polynomials with a root at 0 form a proper algebraic variety 
and those with a factor of the form .s2 + a! form a subset of the polynomials p 
with the property that the polynomials M, Ai in ol defined by p(s) (mod (s? -k 
CY)) = : M(a) + N(ol)s have a common factor). 1 
Note that the generic structural stability condition in Theorem 5 for the 
case m > 1 simply requires the subspaces 8, AB, . . . to be as “transversal” 
as possible. 
Of course, the assumption in Theorem 5 that all the elements of the matrices 
-4 and B will vary under system perturbations is a very strong one which will 
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rarely be the case encountered in applications. Usually, it may be more suitable 
to assume that the family of (A, B)‘s belongs to a linear or, more generally, 
to an algebraic varietv in l@+.‘~“‘. It is not possible then to give results which ” 
are as explicit as those of Theorem 5. Nevertheless one may still state the 
following: 
THEOREM 6. Consider the class of systems .Z : .t: -= Ax + BU with (A, 33) E .Z,~,,; 
ad .c;l,m a linear variety in 27: ,,,1 , and assume that controllability is a generic 
property in ZJ, ?n . , Then structural stability is a gerleric property irk Z,*i+,, . .ln .fact 
gnerically any two systems in ZVt:,:,,, are equivalent. 
Proof. This theorem is a straightforward consequence of the fact that 
generically in .ZA,.,, there holds dim 9P(-4, B) = max(,4,F’)EZ; m dim @(,g’, 
w I 
Theorem 6 holds unchanged for the case that ZA,,,, is an irreducible algebraic 
variety (with an appropriate modification of the notion of measure exhausting 
with appears in the genericity definition). If L’A,71L belongs to an arbitrary variety 
then it is still true that structural stability will be generic but two systems need 
then only be generically equivalent if they belong to the same irreducible 
component of C;,, ,n . Of course, controllability still needs to be generic for all 
this to hold as it stands. 
Finally, the reader will have no difficulty in formulating a theorem analogous 
to Theorem 5 when strnctural stability is taken relative to linear or differential 
equivalence. Note that generic controllability will then play a role here also. 
7. COMMENTS 
‘i.1. The main appeal of Theorem 4 stems from the fact that, on the one 
hand, it gives a natural generalization of the results of Kuiper on linear flows, 
and, on the other hand, that it gives a topological interpretation of the Kronecker 
indices. This also shows once more tile basic importance of these indices. Note 
that our topological interpretation of the Kronecker indices is, in our opinion, 
a much more natural one than the one pursued in [IO]. We may now interpret 
the Kronecker indices for controllable systems as the (arithmetic) invariams 
under the action of the feedback group or as the classification of controlled 
flows under topological, differential, or linear equivalence as defined in Section 2. 
(-bother possible interpretation is the following which for convenience we will 
state for discrete time systems. Assume that we would like to simulate the 
reachable linear system x(t -!- 1) = As(t) f Bu(t) using adders, gains, and as 
few as possible “shift registers.” How many shift registers do we hen need and 
how long should they be ? The answer is that we need dim $? shift registers 
and that their lengths equal the Kronecker indices!) 
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7.2. The definition of structural stability used here considers only “linear” 
perturbations (i.e., perturbations of the elements of the matrices A and B). 
A much more satisfying theory would consider perturbations of ,4x + Bu into 
nonlinear functionsf(s, U) withf(0, 0) = 0 and f-L (with L : (x, u) t-+ Ax + Bu) 
small in some appropriate sense. One could at the same time back off from a 
global to a local (nonlinear) theory by requiring correspondence of trajectories 
only in a neighborhood of (0,O). In fact, some work on local feedback equivalence 
of nonlinear systems has been reported [12] and, while the classification obtained 
there is far from definitive, examples are given and the results show that one 
cannot expect simple conditions as those given in Theorem 5. Indeed, it seems 
that nonlinear perturbations will only rarely lead to nonlinear systems which 
are locally equivalent to the linear one. The whole question of local equivalence 
of nonlinear systems appears challenging and worth studying. 
7.3. The definition of a system as a family of trajectories provides a viewpoint 
which may also be worthwhile in a number of other applications. Consider the 
following observations: Let 2 : 2 = AX + Bu, with x E 2%” and u E S, and 
d+‘- be a subspace of 55’. Define ,Z I V : == {cc E ,Z 1 z(t) E V for all t E R). Now, 
Z 1 -jr need not be a linear system. It will be if and only if V is a (3, @-invariant 
subspace (see [2, p. 911 for a definition). The corresponding defining matrices 
(2, B) are A = (A + BF) 1 Y with F any matrix such that V is (A -+ BF)- 
invariant, and B such that B = VP n g. Said otherwise, 2 1 9’ need nut be 
such a system because as a result of the constraint that motions take place in -jr, 
they may all end up in a proper subspace of V. The smallest such subspace is 
actually the maximal (A, B) invariant subspace in Y. The subspaces YP of % 
with the property that ,Z j V is itself controllable are precisely the controllability 
subspaces (see [2, p. 10.51 for a definition). The system 2 1 V with $;’ an 
(A, @-invariant subspace could be called a subsystem of 2. If .Z = Zi @ 3s @ 
. . . @ 53 and 2 / S*f are subsystems such that ,P = 2 ( X, @ 2 / :Fa @ . . . 
@ Z 155, then we could call this a decompositio?z of Pinto subsystems. Obviously 
is 2 is controllable then all the Z j -Xi’s are, and thus the decomposition of 5 
is then in terms of controllability subspaces. Now a system could be called 
irreducible if it has no nontrivial decompositions. Assume that .Z = Z j -“2; 
@ 2‘ j SF2 @ . . . @ Z j Z”d is a decomposition of Z into irreducible components. 
Is there anything that can be said about these subspaces Xi , in particular about 
their dimension ? If Z is controllable then s = dim 9 and the dimension of the 
EFi’s are precisely the Kronecker indices! They are thus invariants under this 
decomposition procedure. In fact the Z[ .Fi’s are all governed by /li and bi 
matrices as given in Theorem 2. If 2 is not controllable then the dimensions of 
the Xi’s are the Kronecker indices intertwined with the dimensions of an 
invariant subspace decomposition of the generator of Z/B!. (In fact this 
decomposition of a linear system into irreducible components is completely 
analogous to the Jordan form decomposition of linear maps.) Note that the 
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spaces Xi need not be uniquely defined. Other “representation free” similar 
decompositions are studied in [13]. 
7.4. It may be argued that our definition of equivalence (see Section 2) is 
a bit strong and that the following idea is more suitable: .Z7, x r, if there exists 
a bijection 1; ~$1 Yz such that for all yI E r, there exists a (suitably smooth) 
monotone increasing bijection f : R &$ R such that S’~E 17, (.rather than 
preservation of trajectories parametrized by time, we demand paths into paths). 
The result of Theorem 4 and hence on structural stability need minimal 
modifications under this definition. In fact it suffices to change the conditions 
about similarity to similarity module a positive constant. 
7.5. The results for reachable discrete time systems are exactly the same 
(and, as the reader may want to veri@, the proofs are then basicaIIy trivial!). 
However, the nonreachable case is a bit sticky because the analog of Theorem 1 
for the case that the generator matrix A of the flow s(t + 1) = Ax(r) has an 
eigenvalue with unity moduIus is not available: see the paper by Kuiper and 
Robbin [l I] for these results in the generic case that unity modulus eigenvalues 
are absent and for a challenging but eminently reasonable conjecture for the 
general case. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
The Kronecker indices of a linear system, the dimensions of the expansive 
and contractive parts of its autonomous part, and the linear structure of the 
noncontractive, nonexpansive autonomous part determine its topological 
structure. It is of interest to generalize this classification to systems R = As + Bzl 
y = C’s + DU with outputs. Such a classification would provide as a special 
case the classification of systems in which ZJ is not suppressed as in the present 
paper but in which we are considering the pair (x, u). This is obviously another 
suitable starring point for classifying linear systems. Another worthwhile and 
challenging avenue of generalization is to consider the local equiraIence of 
nonlinear systems. 
I would like to thank my colleagues Profs. Takens and van der Put for their heip in 
clarifying some points. 
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